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A Workshop on Security through 
Information Risk Management (2007)

•Ranking the Risks

•Communicating the Risks

•Preparing the Organization

•Measuring Progress
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What metrics are being used?

-Checklists, scorecards

- Composite metrics

- Regulatory regimes (PCI, SOX, 
etc.)

- $$ impact of potential InfoRisk 
events

Provide percentage score, but hard 
to prove validity/effectiveness

Provide risk score, provide 
affordances for easily understanding 
security stance

Tying everything to $$ makes 
ranking, investing easy
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 At most the value - glossing over a lot of details like ALE and NPV in order to be brief (and provocative) hard drive - ~$100, but real value is what it does- archive of WSJ vs. historian PLC:  ~$1000 - interlock for gate to dumpsters  vs. HPU safety system refinery: has lots of things, does a lot of things The one key message is: don’t think of things. Think of business processes. Not the server, the process the server enables, the business utility of the information on the database, what the info flowing over the network does. This is the business impact, and is at the root of the value that is being protected.  Funding conversations go easier when mgrs InfoSec talk about protecting biz processes, rather than protecting things.
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Use of Metrics

- Motivating change to move the Info. Risk Mgmt. needle 
- Cisco: weekly call with VPs laying out InfoSec performance for last 
week
- Top 300 executives at BOA have half their compensation ties to 
performance on a composite security metric
- Security dashboards

- Measuring whether IR education efforts effective
- Firms correlate security training and testing scores, audit findings, 
actual security breaches and events, and security behavior of individuals, 
to come up with a composite score.
-Cisco: Bonus depends on InfoSec training

- Benchmarking
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Downsides to security metrics

- Folks manage to the metric: 
“Measurement becomes an abdication of personal responsibility.”

- Lack of responsiveness to future threats: 
“…how do we measure the emerging threats?”
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Take-Away: The Arc of Security Metrics

- Metrics were seen as being core to InfoSec 
efforts…

… and then (now) were (are) seen as part of 
current practice, but firms are seeing limitations…

… leading to a new approach using applications 
helping firms to identify and manage IT-based 
business risk (Archer Technologies, RiskWatch, 
and SecureCompass).
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